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Mining in Canada 

 
Minerals are non-renewable resources found all over the world.  The Canadian Shield is the source of many of our mineral deposits 
Minerals can be divided into three groups: 

 Metallic (copper, nickel, uranium, gold, etc) 
 Fossil Fuels (coal, oil, natural gas) 
 Industrial (stone, diamonds, salt, potash) 

 
Types of Mining 
Strip Mining – Used in oil sands, coal, and other minerals located near the surface. Strips are removed from the surface with 
machines or blasting 

                                                     
 
Open-Pit Mining – Minerals near the surface and slightly deeper. Often used for coal or rock mining. Sometimes pits can be quite 
deep. 
 

                                        
 

Underground Mining – Used to extract minerals deep beneath the surface using deep underground mine shafts and tunnels. 
                                     Commonly used for coal or potash 

                                    
 
Environmental Impact 
 Mining can cause air pollution, acid precipitation, and can pollute local water sources; this can become an extremely 

controversial issue over which people become very impassioned—eg. the Alberta Oil Sands 
 Abandoned mines can also be an environmental and aesthetic hazard 

 
 

Economic Issues 

 50% of minerals mined in Canada are processed after being exported  Exported jobs 
 The Echo Effect: Global markets control mineral prices and demand, so if demand for minerals slows in Asia, we feel it here.  

 Foreign competition  Lower production costs overseas make their minerals cheaper 

 Boom-Bust Towns After a mine closes, many one industry towns have been abandoned. i.e. Elliot Lake, ON  
 Displacement of Local Population sometimes the people living on the land are forcibly removed because their land was 

‘sold’ to a mining company without their consent 
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Use pages 124-126 in Geography Now to answer the following questions to learn more about the importance of mining in 
Canada.  

1. Are minerals a renewable or non-renewable resource? Explain why. 

Non-renewable!  We cannot remake them at the same speed at which we use. 
 
 

2. Provide four examples of how humans use minerals. 

i.  make things (e.g. iron to produce steel) 

ii.  carry electricity and water (e.g. copper wires and pipes) 

iii.  improve our food supplies (e.g. potash fertilizer) 

iv.  have convenient forms of energy (e.g. oil) 

 

3. Types of Minerals: Create a chart like the one on page 125. Use your own words. 
 

 Metallic Nonmetallic Structural Fossil Fuels 

Description Shiny, good 
conductors of heat & 
electricity 

Dull appearance;  
break apart easily 
 

Used in construction; 
subgroup of 
nonmetallic minerals 

Used for wide variety 
of products, such as 
energy & plastics 

Examples Gold, copper, iron, 
diamonds 

Salt, potash, asbestos 
 

Sand, gravel, 
limestone, gypsum 

Petroleum, natural 
gas, coal 

Formation Usually found in rocks 
that have cooled from 
molten rock 

Usually found in 
sedimentary rocks 
 

Found in sedimentary 
rocks 

Formed from the 
remains of plants/ 
animals buried 
underground 

 
4. a)  Describe the term resource-based community and provide an example of a community like this in Canada.  

 
 
 

 
b) Create a T-chart to compare the benefits and drawbacks of living in a resource-based community. Identify 3 benefits and 3 
drawbacks.  
 

Living In A Resource-Based Community 

Benefits Drawbacks 

1. 1. 

2. 2. 

3. 3. 

 
 

 


